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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Stroke frequently results in balance
disorders, leading to lower levels of activity and a
diminution in autonomy. Current physical therapies (PT)
aiming to reduce postural imbalance have shown a large
variety of effects with low levels of evidence. The
objectives are to determine the efficiency of PT in
recovering from postural imbalance in patients after a
stroke and to assess which PT is more effective.
Methods and analysis:We will search several
databases from inception to October 2015. Only
randomised controlled trials assessing PT to recover from
poststroke postural imbalance in adults will be
considered.
Outcome measures will be the Berg Balance Scale

(BBS), the Postural Assessment Scale for Stroke (PASS),
the ‘weight-bearing asymmetry’ (WBA), the ‘centre of
pressure’ (COP) and the ‘limit of stability’ (LOS). WBA,
COP and LOS are measured by a (sitting or standing)
static evaluation on force plate or another device.
Two independent reviewers will screen titles, abstracts

and full-text articles, evaluate the risk of bias and will
perform data extraction. In addition to the outcomes,
measures of independence will be analysed. This study
will aim at determining the effects of PT on the function
(WBA, COP, LOS), the activity (BBS, PASS) and the
independence of patients. Subgroup analyses will be
planned according to the location of brain lesion
(hemispheric, brainstem or cerebellum), the time since
stroke (early, late, chronic), the PT (type, main aim (direct
effect or generalisation), overall duration), the type of
approaches (top-down or bottom-up) and the
methodological quality of studies.
Ethics and dissemination: No ethical statement will be
required. The results will be published in a peer-reviewed
journal. This meta-analysis aims at managing the
rehabilitation after postural imbalance by PT after a stroke.
Trial registration number: Prospero CRD42016037966;
Pre-results.

INTRODUCTION
Background
A stroke is defined as ‘rapidly developing
clinical signs of focal (at times global)

disturbance of cerebral function, lasting
more than 24 h or leading to death with no
apparent cause other than that of vascular
origin’.1 Stroke is the third cause of death
and the first cause of acquired adult disabil-
ity in the world (WHO). In the USA, 795 000
people suffer from a stroke every year.2

Stroke leads to a long-term limitation of
activity and disability. In France, 80.5% of the
people with self-reported stroke declare a
limitation (light or severe) in activities of
daily living (ADL) and one in three stroke
survivors are dependent.3 In New Zealand,
71% of 5 years poststroke patients present a
neurological impairment, assessed by the
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. A
restriction of activity was present in 31.4% of
the patients assessed by the Modified Rankin
Scale and in 35.4% assessed by the Barthel
Index (BI).4 Among limitations of activity,
the postural imbalance is frequently found.
Eighty-three per cent of patients with acute
stroke present a postural imbalance.5 The
risk of fall is increased by 73% in the
6 months following a stroke.6 At a chronic

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ To the best of our knowledge, there are few sys-
tematic reviews and meta-analyses in the litera-
ture that assess the evidence of physical
therapies (PT) for rehabilitation of postural
imbalance after a stroke.

▪ This study will compare the efficiency of all PT
used after a stroke to one another.

▪ A series of subgroup analyses will address rele-
vant clinical issues.

▪ There are several outcomes to assess postural
imbalance (function and activity) that may limit
comparison across studies.

▪ The results of this meta-analysis will be helpful
for clinicians to define rehabilitation strategies for
improving postural imbalance after stroke.
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stage, the quality of life is associated with the postural
imbalance.7 Postural rehabilitation seems to be crucial
to achieve independence in ADL after stroke.
Human posture refers to the relative disposition of

body parts.8 Postural control aims to maintain body sta-
bilisation based on a sensorimotor complex skill and
body orientation, based on internal representation of
body scheme.9 10 Postural imbalance following stroke is
defined by: (1) a larger weight-bearing asymmetry
(WBA) toward the unaffected limb, in a quiet standing
posture;11–18 (2) an increased body sway of the centre of
the pressure (COP);12 13 15 19 (3) a decrease in the
limits of stability (LOS);12 20 (4) an excessive reliance on
visual input21–24 and (5) an impairment of anticipatory
postural adjustments and postural reactions after exter-
nal perturbations.25 26

State of the art
Different physical therapies (PT) aim at reducing pos-
tural imbalance. Current recommendations are limited
for daily clinical practice: the level of evidence is too low
and it is based on few systematic reviews and
meta-analyses. The recommendations in the French
evidence-based clinical practice guidelines for PT in
patients after stroke were based on only 16 clinical
studies.27 Furthermore, these guidelines are not specific
to postural disability and propose a rather global rehabili-
tation.28 29 It is therefore necessary to assess the efficiency
of PT in the recovery of postural control after stroke.
Regarding the literature, some meta-analyses have eval-

uated the effects of a single technique on postural
imbalance like balance training using a platform with
biofeedback,30 functional electrical stimulation,31 repeti-
tive task training,32 water-based exercises,33 virtual
reality,34–36 ankle-foot orthosis,37 aerobic exercises,38

physical fitness training39 or whole body vibration.40 41

In view of the tremendous growth in the number of ran-
domised controlled trials, it seems to be essential to
evaluate one PT compared with another or the associ-
ation of PT compared with control or usual care.
Veerbeek et al42 have evaluated the effects of PT after
stroke on all outcomes based on the International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
(ICF) and not only the balance. Pollock et al43 have
investigated the function and mobility recovery by PT
after stroke. Compared with previous studies, the aim of
this systematic review and meta-analysis is to perform a
review only focused on the effects of PT on postural
imbalance after stroke with identification of different
parameters.
Finally, in this review and meta-analysis, we also

propose to categorise the different PT according to the
involved ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ processing. This
processing refers to two types of interaction between sen-
sorimotor (implicit) and cognitive (explicit) representa-
tions involved in rehabilitation. Top-down approach aims
at training the patient to voluntarily compensate for his
deficit and requires awareness of the disorder although

bottom-up approach does not require awareness of the
disorder. This categorisation has already been used in a
previous Cochrane meta-analysis about cognitive
rehabilitation for another spatial cognition deficit
(spatial neglect).44–46

OBJECTIVES
The aims are: (1) to determine the efficiency of PT on
the recovery of postural imbalance in adult patients after
stroke and (2) to assess which PT is more effective when
compared with one another.

METHODS
We will use the guide from The Cochrane Collaboration
entitled ‘Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions’ (V.5.1.0)47 and the software (RevMan 5.3)
to construct this meta-analysis. The recommendations
from Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement will also be fol-
lowed.(48) No ethical statement will be required for this
review and meta-analysis. Results of this research will be
published. These results will contribute to improve the
therapeutic strategy of patients with stroke.

Criteria for considering studies for this review
Type of studies
We will include all randomised controlled trials. The
allocation between two or several groups will have to be
correctly randomised. Trials without control group or
those with quasi-random allocation will be excluded.

Types of participants
We will include all trials which have included human
adult patients (over 18 years old) after a first or recur-
rent stroke. Stroke is defined, according to the WHO, as
‘rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (at times
global) disturbance of cerebral function, lasting more
than 24 h or leading to death with no apparent cause
other than that of vascular origin’.1 Therefore, the posi-
tive diagnosis is based on clinical examination. It is not
compulsory to include the imaging diagnosis. Transient
ischaemic accidents (TIAs) will be excluded because all
neurological symptoms disappear (‘TIAs are brief epi-
sodes of neurological dysfunction resulting from focal
cerebral ischaemia not associated with permanent cere-
bral infarction.’).49

Types of interventions
The selection process will not be based on the type or
the nature of the PT in trials. We will select all trials
assessing a PT whatever it may be and whatever its aim
(upper limb, lower limb, posture, gait, spasticity and so
on). This meta-analysis will not be limited to PT, the
direct and immediate objective of which is to reduce
postural imbalance. This possible expansion or general-
isation of effects may be observed after intervention in
rehabilitation.
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The PT is defined by the World Confederation for
Physical Therapy (WCPT) as ‘services to individuals and
populations to develop, maintain and restore maximum
movement and functional ability throughout the life-
span’ and ‘physical therapy is concerned with identifying
and maximising quality of life and movement potential
within the spheres of promotion, prevention, treatment/
intervention, habilitation and rehabilitation’ (http://
www.wcpt.org/policy/ps-descriptionPT).

Types of outcome measures
Outcomes will be selected following the recommenda-
tions of the ICF. Immediate outcomes after the end of
PT and delayed outcomes after a follow-up time will be
included.

Primary outcomes
The Berg Balance Scale (BBS) assesses the functional
postural abilities of patients in several conditions (lying
on the back, sitting, standing, leaning forward, change
of position and so on). This scale is composed of 14
items. The maximal score, reflecting the best functional
postural abilities, is 56 points. The choice of the scale is
based on its validation in patients with stroke and on its
good metrological qualities, making it a reference
scale.50–54

The Postural Assessment Scale for Stroke (PASS) also
evaluates the functional postural abilities of patients with
stroke in several conditions (lying on the back, sitting,
standing and while changing (these) positions). This
scale is composed of 12 items. The maximal score,
reflecting the best functional postural abilities, is 36
points. Its metrological qualities are good, particularly
during the first 3 months.55 56

The two scales exhibit a clinical relevance in assess-
ment of postural imbalance in patients with stroke. They
express the level of activity. Therefore, measured
changes reflect modifications of postural abilities of
patients in daily living.
The outcomes pertaining to balance and postural

control will be the WBA, the COP and the LOS. These
parameters will be measured by a (sitting or standing)
static evaluation on force plate or another device.17 51 52

Secondary outcomes
The outcomes will be the BI, the Functional
Independence Measure (FIM), the scale for instrumen-
tal activities of daily living (IADL) and the scale for
ADL, reflecting the level of autonomy.
Only the primary outcomes will be considered for

selection of trials.

Search methods for identification of studies
We will search the following electronic bases from their
inception to October 2015: Medline, Embase, PEDro,
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Pascal
and Francis. The search strategy will involve three kinds

of terms: ‘stroke’, ‘posture’ and ‘physical therapy’. This
search strategy is described in table 1.
All published and unpublished studies, conferences or

presentations will be searched without restriction in lan-
guages. The library services of three universities
(Université Claude Bernard Lyon1, Université Paris 5
Descartes and Université Paris 6 Pierre et Marie Curie)
and two hospital centres (Hospices Civils de Lyon,
Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris) will be requested
to access the unpublished and published documents.

Data collection and analysis
Selection of studies
The process of selecting the search results will be
carried out on the basis of the selection criteria in three
successive steps: (1) by reading the titles, (2) by reading
the abstracts and then (3) by reading the full texts. Each
one of these steps will be separately performed by two

Table 1 Search strategy in PubMed

1 exercise movement techniques OR physical therapy

modalities OR learning OR pract* OR train* OR

rehabilitation* OR therapeutic* OR therapy OR

therapies OR exercise* OR physiotherap* OR

neurorehabilitation OR neurophysiological OR

orthopaed* OR treatment OR approach* OR concept

OR home rehabilitation OR self-guided program* OR

fitness OR stretching OR sport OR program* OR

movement OR protocol* OR intervention OR activit*

OR regim* OR recovery

2 (occupational OR physical OR manual) AND (therapy

OR therapies OR therapist OR therapeutic OR

therapeutics)

3 #1 OR #2

4 posture OR equilibrium OR balance OR postural

balance OR weight bearing OR weight shift OR

lateropulsion OR pusher OR pushing OR postural

imbalance OR postural asymmetry OR postural

control OR postural stability OR postural instability OR

postural perturbation OR postural disorders OR

postural deficit OR postural trouble OR postural sway

OR postural tilt OR postural shift OR body sway OR

upright stance OR (weight AND (distribut* OR

transfer*))

5 (cerebrovascular OR cerebro-vascular OR cerebral

OR intracran* OR hemispheric) AND (accident OR

hemorrhag* OR haemorrhag* OR infarct* OR

ischemi* OR thrombotic OR thrombosis OR emboli*

OR hematoma OR haematoma OR bleed OR

damage OR lesion OR occlus*)

6 stroke OR poststroke OR post-stroke OR hemipleg*

OR hemipar* OR paretic OR paresis OR CVA

7 (right OR left) AND brain AND (lesion OR damage)

8 #5 OR #6 OR #7

9 meta-analysis OR review* OR animal* OR child* OR

cerebral pals* OR case-report OR traumatic brain

injury

10 #3 AND #4 AND #8 NOT #9
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independent authors (AH and JDM). For the selection
on the basis of titles, all studies, selected by one of these
two authors, will be accepted for the next step of the
selection process. For the two subsequent steps of selec-
tion, an agreement between the two authors will have to
be found. In case of disagreement, three more authors
(IB, FG, GR) will have to decide by consensus. The
authors of the trials will be contacted if information
needed for the selection process is unclear or missing.
The studies published in journals judged as

stand-alone according to the analysis of Jeffrey Beall
(https://scholarlyoa.com/individual-journals/), which is
based on objective and clearly identified criteria
(https://scholarlyoa.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/criteria-
2015.pdf), will be excluded.
Cross-over trials will be included if: (1) the order of

interventions has been randomised and if (2) the poten-
tial effects of the first intervention have not impacted the
potential effects of the second one. They will be consid-
ered as randomised controlled trials. Moreover, some
cross-over trials can present a special design: a single
assessment during the intervention instead of an assess-
ment before and one after, as is usually the case. These
types of design are specifically used for some types of
intervention (orthosis and so on). These cross-over trials
will be included if: (1) the conditions set above regarding
cross-over trials are validated (the randomised order and
the absence of impact of the first intervention on the
second one) and if (2) a spontaneous recovery is not pos-
sible during the time between the two interventions.
No study will be excluded because of the language of

the report. Those written in languages other than
French or English will be translated by the authors: YX
for those written in Chinese, HK for those written in
Persian, JP for those written in Portuguese.

Data extraction and management
Data extraction will be carried out independently by two
authors (AH and JDM). Agreement between these two
authors will have to be found. In case of disagreement,
three more authors (IB, FG, GR) will have to decide by
consensus. The authors of included trials will be con-
tacted if some data are unclear or missing. Data extrac-
tion will include:
1. the design of study;
2. the details of the population: size of the population,

age, gender, time since stroke, side of the paresis,
unilateral or bilateral stroke, first ever or the recur-
rent stroke, the imaging diagnostic with the aetiologic
and the localisation of stroke lesions;

3. the methodological quality of trials: details of
random process, blinding, dropout, reporting and
others;

4. the PT: overall duration of PT, the aims and the most
important characteristics of each PT;

5. the outcomes: all outcomes measured and specifically
the BBS, the PASS, the WBA, the COP, the LOS, the BI,
the FIM, the IADL and the ADL will also be extracted;

6. the prior submission to an ethics committee or the
respect of the declaration of Helsinki on human clin-
ical trials.

Assessment of the risk of bias in included studies
The methodological quality of all included trials will be
separately assessed by two independent authors (AH
and JDM). Agreement between these two authors will
have to be found. In case of disagreement, three more
authors (IB, FG, GR) will have to decide by consensus.
This evaluation will be based on the seven relevant
domains in the ‘risk of bias’ tool of Cochrane Handbook
for Systematic Review of Interventions: (1) random
sequence generation, (2) allocation concealment, (3)
blinding of participants and personnel, (4) blinding of
outcome assessment, (5) incomplete outcome data, (6)
selective reporting and (7) other biases.
The level of risk of bias will be determined for each

domain: (1) high level, (2) unclear level or (3) low level.

Measures of treatment effect
The statistical analysis will be performed according to
the recommendations of the Cochrane Handbook and
using the software of Cochrane Collaboration, RevMan
5.3, available from the Cochrane website (http://tech.
cochrane.org/revman). All outcomes will be continuous
variables. The measurement of effects will be deter-
mined based on the change scores from baseline.
Initially, a fixed-effect model will be used to compare
the outcomes expressed in the same scale. The hetero-
geneity of the effects of trials will be evaluated by the χ2

test and the I2 test. Heterogeneity will be considered as
substantial if the I2 statistic ≥50% and p<0.10. If hetero-
geneity is considered as substantial, reasons for this het-
erogeneity will be searched for and a random-effect
model could be used for comparison. So, the mean dif-
ference, which is the absolute difference between the
mean value in two groups in a trial, and its 95% CIs will
be calculated. To express the PT effects on the function
and the activity, it will be necessary to combine the out-
comes measured in a variety of scales (measures of
WBA, COP and LOS for the function, PASS and BBS for
the activity). Thus, the standardised mean difference
(SMD) and its 95% CIs will be calculated. The SMD
expresses the size of the intervention effect in each trial
relative to the variability observed in that trial. In
Revman, the SMD is calculated based on the Hedges’ g.
For the trials with more than two PT groups and to

prevent a group being counted twice, we will determine
which PT groups are relevant for pair-wise comparisons.
Or, if all are relevant, a further possibility will be to
include each pair-wise comparison separately and to
divide evenly the shared group among the comparisons.
For the trials for which results for a rehabilitation group
are stratified, the absence of substantial heterogeneity
will be verified before mixing the two subgroups of the
same PT.
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Data synthesis
The comparisons will focus on the effects of active PT
versus: (1) no PT, (2) usual care, placebo or control PT
and (3) another active PT. First, immediate outcomes
will be analysed, then delayed outcomes (follow-up
tests), if they have been evaluated.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity
Several subgroup analyses will investigate the effects of
PT according to:
1. the type/nature of PT (eg, electromechanical devices

including biofeedback, robotics and functional elec-
trical stimulation, virtual reality, task-oriented train-
ing, gait training, vibration, non-invasive cerebral
stimulation and so on);

2. the main therapeutic goal of PT; two groups will be
established: (1) PT aiming mainly at the recovery of
postural imbalance and (2) PT not specifically
focused on the recovery of postural imbalance;

3. the localisation of brain lesion; to this purpose, three
subgroups will be identified: (1) hemispheric stroke,
(2) brainstem stroke and (3) cerebellum stroke; a
subgroup analysis will also investigate the effects of
PT according to the side of the hemispheric lesion
(right/left);

4. the type of processing ‘bottom-up’ or ‘top-down’;
5. the methodological quality of trials; two subgroups will

be identified: (1) the trials in which all criteria of meth-
odological quality, detailed in the part entitled ‘assess-
ment of risk of bias in included studies’, will present a
low risk and (2) the trials in which at least one of these
criteria will present an unclear or high risk;

6. the trials assessing or not the level of autonomy (BI,
FIM, IADL, ADL);

7. the time since stroke; to this purpose, three sub-
groups will be identified: (1) early (≤30 days), (2)
late (<180 days) and (3) chronic stroke
(≥180 days).57

We will plan a metaregression of the effects according
to the overall duration of PT.
Considering the high risk of heterogeneity for the dif-

ferent PT investigated, a network meta-analysis is, at the
present, not envisaged.

DISCUSSION
Postural imbalance is frequent in patients with stroke at
early, late or chronic stage. It affects walking abilities,
independence and quality of life.7 Therefore, reduction
of postural imbalance in patients with stroke is a relevant
objective of PT, in order to increase the level of auton-
omy. This meta-analysis aims (1) at determining the effi-
ciency of PT on the recovery of postural imbalance in
adult patients after stroke and (2) at assessing which PT
is more effective when compared with one another. To
this purpose, this systematic review and meta-analysis
aims at upgrading and improving the rehabilitation of
postural imbalance by a complete analysis of all PT. But

our objective is to compare the effects of PT and to
improve the understanding of these PT effects, using
subgroup analyses.
Stroke leads to a large range of clinical subtypes of

postural imbalance and related underlying disorders.
One of the major issues regarding the rehabilitation of
postural imbalance after stroke is the heterogeneity of
stroke and the patients’ deficits. For example, postural
imbalance differs depending on the location and the
size of the brain damage.58 The patients with right hemi-
spheric lesions show a greater WBA and weaker balance
abilities.13 18 58 Moreover, a second major issue is the
variety of PT: human practice and/or electromechanical
devices, several different (re)learning methods (biofeed-
back, repetitive tasks, tasks oriented and so on),
‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ approaches and so on.
Therefore, many relevant issues regarding the rehabili-

tation of postural imbalance after stroke are asked:
Which PT is the best? What is the most relevant between
specific PT focused on postural imbalance and general-
isation effects of non-specific PT? Does the postural
imbalance rehabilitation only involve a sensorimotor
approach? What is the advantage of technology? What is
the efficiency of PT according to the time since stroke?
Which intensity of PT is the most efficient? What are the
effects on the autonomy and the quality of life? The pre-
viously detailed subgroup analyses could describe the
effects of each PT and, thus, contribute to propose a
guideline for rehabilitation of postural imbalance in
patients with stroke. One relevant issue may be to better
identify the appropriate PT for one patient at one time
after stroke.
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